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0. INTRODUCTION 
Let T be the one dimensional unit circle in the plane. In this paper we are 
going to study a special class of symmetric diffusion processes on the infinite 
dimensional torus TZd. Of particular concern to us will be the analysis of the 
stationary distributions for these diffusions. Aside from the connection which 
these diffusions have with a certain continuous state Ising-type model in 
statistical mechanics known as the plane rotor model, we believe that the 
study of such diffusions is interesting on purely mathematical grounds. 
Indeed, so far as we know, the ergodic theory of infinite dimensional 
diffusions is as yet poorly understood. The basic reasons for the poverty of 
our understanding here is the usual one given for models coming from 
statistical mechanics: we do not really know how to handle infinite dimen- 
sional stochastic dynamical systems in which the activity of each coordinate 
is just as intense as it is in every other coordinate. When confronting such 
systems, one must necessarily abandon all the powerful machinery developed 
to handle the finite dimensional case, because what are reasonable 
assumptions for finite dimensional processes (e.g., the condition of Harris) 
are patently unreasonable when dealing with even the simplest infinite dimen- 
sional processes. Consequently, one’s choice of techniques is very much 
curtailed when one wants to study these infinite dimensional diffusions. In 
this paper we will exploit one of the few techniques which has proved itself 
to be useful in the study of other stochastic processes whose origins are in 
statistical mechanics. 
The technique which we will be using is familiar to both statistical 
mechanicians and afficiandos of classical dynamics; namely, we are going to 
be using a Liapunov function known to statistical mechanicians as the 
speciJic energy functional. In the present context, a Liapunov function is a 
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functional h on the space A(llzd) of probability measures ,U on 1” such that 
t -+ ~(~~~) is nonincreasing, where (S,: t > 0) is the Markov semigroup on 
C(TZd) associated with our diffusion and SF is the adjoint of S,. The 
introduction of such a function is by no means a new idea in the study of 
stochastic Ising models. In fact, the articles [6, 7, lo] are based on the same 
technique. What is new here is the use of the specific energy functional in 
connection with so complicated a process as the ones to which we are going 
to be applying it. Conceptually there is no significant change from earlier 
applications. However, the technical difficulties encountered in the present 
situation are much greater. For example, the very existence of h depends on 
our showing a priori that for t > 0 and arbitrary p E &?(T”“) the finite 
dimensional marginals of ST.u admit smooth densities. Furthermore, the mere 
existence of these marginals is not sufficient; we need to get on them certain 
estimates which do not depend on the number of dimensions for which we 
are computing the marginal. So far as we can tell, resuhs of the sort which 
we require are not available from the standard PDE theory of diffusion 
equations and have to be obtained by other techniques. The technique which 
we adopt is the Malliavin calculus (cf. Section 2, below). 
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section I we construct a 
reasonable general class of interacting diffusions on T’“. The construction 
which we give is neither difficult nor original with us (cf. [2, 11 I); we include 
it here only because it is short and gives us the opportunity to establish the 
notation which we will be using throughout. 
Section 2 provdes a summary of those facts about the Malliavin calculus 
which are essential to our program. We then use these facts to prove the 
existence of smooth densities for the finite dimensional marginals of S‘~~. 
The methodology in this section is similar to that in Section 7 of [ 131. 
In Section 3 we obtain some dimension-independent estimates on the 
marginals of S:,U. These estimates are fundamental to everything that 
follows. We find striking the naturalness with which Malliavin’s calculus can 
be utilized in the derivation of these estimates, and we know of no other 
methodology with which they can be obtained. 
Sections 4 and 5 are devoted to applications of the estimates derived in 
Sections 2 and 3. In the first place, we show in Section 4 that t -+ ~(S:,U) is 
nonincreasing. In order to explore the other results contained in these 
sections, we point out that the diffusions with which we are dealing are 
symmetric. Thus there is among their stationary distributions a special class 
of measures with respect to which the diffusion is not only stationary but 
also reversible. In the language of statistical mechanics, these special 
measures are the Gibbs states. In addition to the monotonicity result 
mentioned above, we prove in Section 4 that if .u is shift-invariant (with 
respect to the shift on Zd) and S$U is not a Gibbs state, then t J h(SFp) is 
strictly decreasing for t in some interval around t,. With this observation, we 
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are able to conclude that if ,U is shift invariant then, as t /” co, S:,U 
converges (in the weak topology) to the class of shift invariant Gibbs states. 
The ideas here are adapted from [6]. 
Section 5 takes up an interesting question which is inherent in any 
discussion of dynamical systems associated with Gibbs states. The question 
is whether every stationary measure is in fact a Gibbs state. As in our earlier 
work [ 71 on this question, we are able to settle this question only when d = 1 
or 2. The ideas are similar to those in [7]. 
1. INFINITE DIMENSIONAL DIFFUSIONS 
In Sections 1, 2, and 3 we will be considering infinitely many diffusions 
which are indexed by the integers Z. One could just as well index them by 
Zd for some d; however, we restrict ourselves here to d = 1 to keep the 
notation as simple as possible. Dimension plays no role in anything we do 
before Section 5. 
Set 0 = { 19 E C( [0, co), R’): 0(O) = 0} and let e(t) = {e,(t): k E Z} be the 
position of 0 at time t > 0. Set ~8~ = a(8(s): 0 < s < t) and 9 = a(lJt>o .5Yf). 
Finally, let W on (0,9) be the unique probability measure such that for 
each finite set d #FE Z, (t9Jt),3Yt, ?V’) is an 1 F ]-dimensional Brownian 
motion starting at 0, where 8,(.) = { 0,(.): k E F}. 
Next, for each k E Z let ok: RZ + R and b,: RZ --+ R be smooth functions 
such that uk(x) = uk(y) and bk(x) = b,(y) if x, =y, for all 1 E Z satisfying 
II- kJ ,< L. Further, suppose that ak, b, and each of their partial derivatives 
(of any order) is bounded, independent of k E Z. Given (uk: k E Z), 
(6,: k E Z}, and x E RZ, consider the system 
x,(t, x) = xk + 
J 
.f uk(x(s, x)) de,(s) 
0 
+ if b,(x(s, x)) ds, kEZand t>O. 
Jo 
LEMMA (1.2). For each x E RZ there is precisely one solution x(., x) to 
(1. I ). Moreover, if x, y E RZ, then for each T > 0: 
where A, < 03 depends only on T > 0, L, and maxk II(~~ll~~(~z). Finally, if 
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xcN)(.,x) is defined by (1.1) with uk(.)=bk(.)-Ofor Ikl >N, thenfor all 
T >  0, E”‘[Ckez “PO<t<T 1/2’k’ (x,(t, x) - xiN’(t, x)l’] + 0 as N /” aI. 
Proof. We first prove existence. To this end, define xcN)(., x) as above. 
For each N 2 1 and x E R’, it is clear that xtN)(., x) exists. Moreover, if 
l<M<N,thenforlkl<MandO<t<T: 
E” [ ozl f I-GN’(S? x) - x;“M’(s, x)1’] 
<A (EW [JI Jok(X(N)(S, x)) - cJk(P)(SY x)>l’ ds] 
0 
+ Er/ [ ii,’ I b,(X’yS, x)) - bk(X’M’(s, x))l ds) ‘I) 
G B(l + 7’) ! 1 ,,-;,, E”‘[ oy, IxjN)(u, x) - x;“‘(u, x)1’] ds. 
Also, for any k E Z and 0 < t < T: 
Er/ [ o$~f IxiN)(s, x) - xi”)(s, x)1’] < C( 1 + T’). 
From these two obtain 
E” 
[ 
\‘ J- sup Ix;N’(s, x) - xjl*I)(s, x)1’ 
kyi 21k’ O<S<f I 
-S & oyu~s Ix;~‘(u, x) - x:~)(u, x)1’ ds 
k’iz 1 
+ 4C(l + T2)/2M, O<t<T, 
and so 
for 1 Q M< N < co. This estimate shows that {x(~)(., x)}? converges in a 
strong enough sense to conclude that the limit x(.,x) satisfies (1.1). It will 
also prove the final part of this lemma once we have shown that (1.1) admits 
at most one solution. 
To complete the proof, it suffices to check (1.2). But 
E”‘I oyyf Ixkh x> - xk(s, Y)i21 
<2/x,-y,(2+B(1 + “i’ 
0 II 
\‘ 
-kl<L 
E”i oy, tx,@, x> - x,@, HI2 I ds 
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for all k E 2 and 0 < t < T. Hence (1.2) follows immediately from the same 
sort of argument as the one given above. Q.E.D. 
Let T = {z E C: (z ( = 1). For points in Tz we will use n to denote both the 
point in Tz as well as the element a of ([0,27r))’ such that r,rk = e’“‘, k E Z. 
Let g denote the set of smooth functions on Tz which depend on only a 
finite number of coordinates. 
We will use sl to denote the Polish space C([O, co), T’). For w  E .R, 
~(t, w) E Tz is the position of w  at time t > 0. Set 4 = a(q(s): 0 <s < t) 
and A= o(lJ,,,,&). Clearly A coincides with the Bore1 field over R. 
THEOREM (1.3). Let (ok: k E Z} and {b,: k E Z} be smooth functions of 
Tz such that for a given k E Z the functions ok and b, depend only on 
(rj,:IZ-kl<L}. Al so assume that ok, b,, and each of their derivatives are 
bounded independent of k E Z. For f E C3, define 
Lf(r)= T k%z ( W:W g (r) + bk(r) g (~1) 3 9 E TZ. (1.4) 
Then for each n E Tz there is exactly one probability measure P, on (52, J) 
such that P,,(n(O) = n) = 1 and (f(n(t)) - lk Lf(n(s)) ds, 4, P,) is a 
martingale for each f E a. In fact, tf @: RZ --t Tz is the map defined so that 
@,@) = nk where nk E [0,27t) and xk = nk mod(2n), then for any n > 1, FE 
(B(T’))“, and 0 <t, < ... < t,: 
EPn[F(q(f,),..., q(Q)] = E*“‘[F 0 @‘%(t, > VI,..., x(t,, VI)], (1.5) 
where 
n-times 
and x(.,n) is the solution to (1.1) with x=n and the ok and b, in (1.1) 
replaced by ok o @ and b, o @, respectively. Finally, the family {P,,: n E Tz] 
is Feller continuous and strong Markov. 
Proof. We first prove that P, exists. To this end, let x(., q) be as 
described above and let P, on fi be the distribution of @ o x(e, ?,+) under %Y 
Then it is an easy consequence of Ito’s formula that P, satisfies the desired 
conditions. 
Next suppose that P is any probability measure on @,m satisfying the 
stated conditions for P,. For each w  E n, let x(., w) be the unique element 
of C([O, co), RZ) such that q(., w) = @ o x(., 0). We will show that for any 
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FE CF(R’) depending on only a finite number of coordinates, (F(x(t)) - 
sh LF(x(s)) ds, 4, P,) is a martingale, where 
zF(x) = \’ l/20; 0 Q(x) $ (x) + b, o Q(x) f (x) . 
k’;i k k 
To see this, assume that F depends only on xk for 1 kl < K. Given 0 < t, < t,, 
define t0 = t, and r, = inf{t > r,-,: maxlklGK Iqk(t) - qk(r,-r)l > 2”*} A t, 
(in this expression qk(.) is thought of as an element of Cc and 1. ] denotes the 
usual Euclidean distance in C). Then (cf. Theorem 6.13 in [ 171) for P-almost 
every w (f(r,(t A r,(w))) - ($!$‘) Lf(q(s)) ds, 4, Pz) is a martingale for all 
f~ g, where {IV} is a regular conditional probability distribution of P given 
EAT,. Now, for each n > 0 and cc) E 0, let f,,,, E LB be chosen so that 
f nwo @(x)=F(x) for xERZ with the property that max,,, GK ]eixk - 
ei’k(rn(w)Vw) ] < 2’/*. Then for A E 4, and n > 0: 
EP F(x(t,+ 1)) - F(x(z,)) - j’“” zF(x(s)) ds, A ] 
T” 
Since, for each w, r,(w) = t, if n is large, this proves that 
EP F(x(t2)) - F(x(t,)) - j” zF(x(s)) ds, A = 0. 
II 1 
That is, (F(x(t)) - jh zF(x(s)) ds,x, P) is a martingale. In order to 
complete the proof from here, we assume that a:(.) is strictly positive for 
each k E Z. Then it is easily seen from the above (cf. Theorem 4.5.1 in [ 171) 
that if 
where Rk(t) = xk(t) - l:, b, o @(x(s)) ds, then the pk’s are mutually 
independent P-Brownian motions with respect to {YR;: t > O}. Also, xk(t) = 
i: uk 0 @(x(s)) dPk(s) + jk b, o @(x(s)) ds, k E Z and t ) 0. Since the 
functions ok o @ and b, o @ satisfy the conditions of Lemma (1.2), one can 
use the argument given in the proof of that lemma to show that Ito’s 
uniqueness condition holds (cf. Chapter 8 in [ 171). In particular, the 
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distribution of x(e) under P coincides with the distribution of x(., II) under 
%K Hence P = P,, . If we do not assume that the elk’s are strictly positive, 
then the above ~gument can be carried through after one has enlarged the 
sample space in such a way that the /3,(. )‘s can be accomodated. For the 
details, see Theorem 4.5.2 in [ 171. 
Once the existence and uniqueness of the P,‘s has been established, the 
Feller continuity and the strong Markov property are easily established by 
the techniques discussed in Chapter 6 of f 17]. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY (1.4). If ,u is a probability measure on Tz satisfying the 
condition 
then q(.) is stationary under P = s P, p(dy). Moreover, if 
then v(.) is reversible under P (i.e., for each T > 0, (q(t): 0 <t < T) and 
{r(T- t): 0 < t < T) h ave the same distribution under P). 
Proof. The first assertion follows from the thesis of Echeverria [I] and 
the second one from [16]. However, in this special case, proofs can be 
constructed directly by using finite dimensiona approximations (cf. [5,9]). 
Q.E.D. 
2. REGULARITY OF THE FINITE DIMENSIONAL MARGINALS 
Let ok: T, -+ R * and b,: Tz --P R’, k E 2, be functions of the sort described 
in Theorem (1.3). From now on, we will be assuming that for some E > 0 the 
ok’s satisfy 
&> a 6 k E 2. (2.1) 
Let P(t, ~7, .) be the transition function associated with the family 
(P,: q E T’} in Theorem (1.3) (i.e., EPn[f(v(t + s)) 141 = J”f(r) P(t, V, d<) 
(a.s., PJ for all s, t 2 0, q E T’, and f E B(T’)). Given N > 0, let P(N)(f, ?, .) 
denote the probability measure on Tt-N*N1 given by PfN)(t, 9, ZJ = P(t, q, f) 
for r f S+h’.N1, where I--N,N]=(kfZ:[ki<N) and r’=(<ETZ: 
(t- N,..., &J E IJ. We will refer to P”‘(t, ?J, +) as the N-marginal distribution 
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of P(t, r, .). Our main goal in this section is to show that for any t > 0, 
q E Tz and N > 0, there is a function p@“(t, q, .) E Cm(TIN*N1) such that 
In order to prove that such a pcN)(t, q, .) exists, we use the representation: 
for fE Cm(T’-N9N1), where x(,)( ., r) = (x-~(., v) ,..., xN(., v)) and 3 is the 
periodic extension to Rl-NVNJ off on [0, 27r)[-N’NJ. (Of course, (2.3) is just a 
special case of (1.4).) The reason why (2.3) is important to us is that it 
enables us to obtain estimates of the form: 
(2.4) 
where D," = a’G’/(a<;m,V . . . a<?) and a = ((x-N,..., aN) E X’-NYN1 (M= 
{n E 2: n > O}). Clearly, once estimates like (2.4) have been obtained for all 
]cz] <N + 1 + 2, it is clear (from the most elementary theory of Fourier 
series) that PcN)(t, q, .) admits a density pcN’(t, q, .) and that 
II P(NYfY v> ‘)llcqTf-wl) can be estimated in terms of {CN,a: ]a) <N + I+ 2). 
Moreover, in view of (2.3), (2.4) will follow from: 
IEr[DaF(X(N)(t, ?>)]I G ‘N,, lb%~ 
for FE CF(R - l NVN1). Thus we are confronted with the problem of obtaining 
estimates of the sort in (2.5). 
Actually, estimates of precisely this sort were derived in [ 131 with the use 
of the Malliavin calculus. Since we will be needing to use some of the same 
machinery in the next section in connection with the estimates which we will 
derive there and because we realize that the Malliavin calculus is still 
unfamiliar to most probabilists, we spend some space here outlining the ideas 
and techniques involved. In order to expedite the presentation, we adopt here 
a treatment which differs slightly from the ones given in [ 13, 141. 
Nonetheless, the interested reader should experience little difficulty recon- 
ciling what we say here with what appears there. 
The basic objects in the Malliavin calculus are a complete, countably 
normed linear subspace ~9’ of n i cP< o. Lp(?9’) with norms {I] . ]lcn): n > 0) and 
a bounded linear operator 9 on B into itself. The norm ]I. It(n) dominates 
II . II L”(r) and the space 8 has the properties that 
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(i) &(f) E 8, f > 0 and k E 2; 
(ii) if a: [0, co) x 0 -+ IZPNTN’ and p: [0, 00) X 0 -+ R are 
progressively measurable functions satisfying a(t) E 
81--N,N1, /3(t) E B for all t > 0 and 
ET’ [ (jy (,i, (IIak(f)ll’“‘>2 + lIP(t)ll’“‘) df] < 00 
37 
for all n > 0 and 1 <p < co, then (2.6) 
4 
;: m 
-N 0 
a,(t) de,(t) + jm P(t) dt E 8; 
0 
(iii) if FE CF(R’-NvN’) (the space of P-functions on 
R’-N*N1 whose derivatives of every order are slowly 
increasing) and Qi = (CN,..., QN) E 81--N-N], then 
FOQPE. 
The operator 9 is symmetric in the sense that 
E”[tW!P] = EW[!W@] (2.7) 
for all @, YE 8. Furthermore, if 
(2.8) 
for @, YE 8, then (‘4, @) > 0. Finally, the following rules for computing 
the action of 4a completely determine 9: 
(i) 91 = 0; 
(ii) if CL: [0, co) X O+ R[-N*N1 and p: [0, CO) X @+ 
R1-NvN1 are as in (ii) of (2.6), then 
I 
2 m i j 
-N 0 
(Yak - W,)(t) de,(t) + jm W(t) dt; 
0 (2.9) 
(iii) if F and @ = (KN,..., QN) are as in (iii) of (2.6), then 
P(Fo@)=1/2 c (@k,@,)&o@ 
k,l= -N k I 
/ 
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That such an 8 and 9 exist at all is not obvious (cf. Sections 1 and 2 of 
[ 131). However, once they are known to exist, their origin becomes relatively 
unimportant for applications. We will accept their existence without further 
comment. We will also accept the following theorem, whose derivation can 
be found in [ 131 (cf. Section 6 in particular). 
THEOREM (2.10). Let {ok: k E Z) and {b,: k E Z} be as in 
Theorem (1.3) and define x(., q), q E T’, accordingly. Then xk(t, q) E Bfor 
all t > 0 and k E Z. Furthermore, for all T > 0 there exist finite constants 
C,, n > 0, depending only on T > 0, L, and the bounds on the ok’s, bk’s, and 
their derivatives such that sup,, $t<T SUP&Z sup,,rz II-G r)V) G c,. 
Finally, if A(t) = A(6 rl) = (((Q, VI, x,(t, v))))~,~~~, then 
-’ A(t) = \’ J k= 0 (S,(u) A(u) + A(u) S,(u)*) d4 
(2.11) 
+ j-’ k sk(u) A(u) Sk(u)* + B(u) A(u) + A(u) B(U)* + a(U)) dp, 
0 
where 
sk(t> = 
B(t) = (2.12) 
The importance of Theorem (2.10) to us lies in the following line of 
reasoning. Let FE Cp(R - t NqN1) be given. Then from the properties of 9 it is 
easy to see that 
(F(x(t, rl)), x/k V)) = 
“, aF 
j=&N aX, CxCtT rl)) Ajl(t)* 
Hence, assuming that 
admits an inverse 
we obtain: 
I=-N 
(2.13) 
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If we now assume in addition that dtNt(t) = det AJt) has reciprocal 
moments of all orders (i.e., l/d,(t) (5 n<p<m L”(q), then (cf. 
Lemma (3.4) in [ 131) it can be shown that {A&,(t): -N < I, k <N} c: B and 
so from (2.13) plus (2.7) we get for YE B 
E” (2.14) 
where 
In particular, once we know that l/d,,,(t) E nlGPia, Lp(P’), we can use 
(2.14) and induction to obtain estimates like (2.5). 
A proof that l/d,,&) E fllGp<m L”(Z?%‘J was given in Section 6 of [ 131. 
We will provide a slightly simpler proof here. Let X(s, t) = ((X,Js, t)))k,,ez 
be determined for 0 ,< s < t by 
+ 
i 
-f B(u) X(s, u) dp, l>S. (2.16) 
s 
(It is elementary to see that (2.16) admits precisely one solution.) Then, by 
the method of variation of parameters, it follows from (2.11) that 
A(t) = 
1 
’ X(s, t) a(s) X(s, t)* ds. 
0 
(2.17) 
Clearly (2.17) explicitly displays A(t) as a symmetric nonnegative definite 
matrix (a fact which we already knew from the symmetry and nonnegativity 
of (., .)). To use (2.17) in order to estimate A&t), we need the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA (2.18). Let A = ((Akl)fkVEfZ be a positive definite matrix. Then 
set A(,) =T ((Aij))-N<i,j<N. Then A;Nf < (A-‘)(N), where (Awl)(N) = 
((A’j))-NGi,jGN and ((Aij)),,jsz =A-‘. Furthermore, if q--t A(q) is a 
measurable symmetric positive definite matrix valued function on the 
probability space (E, X, ,a), then 
(2.19) 
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Proof. The first assertion was proved in Lemma 6.19 of [13]. To prove 
the second one, it suffices to show that if A and B are symmetric positive 
definite matrices and if p E (0, l), then 
@A + (1 -p)B)-’ <PA-’ + (1 -&B-‘. 
To this end, choose an orthogonal matrix U so that UA-“2BA-“2u* =A is 
diagonal. Then: 
@A + (1 --p)B)-’ = [A”‘(pZ + (1 +A-“‘BA-‘I’) A”‘]-’ 
= [A”‘Cr*@Z + (1 -p)A) UA”‘]-’ 
=A-“‘U*@Z t (1 -p)/t-’ UA-“* 
<A-1’2V@Z t (1 -/+I-‘) UA-“’ 
=pA-1 + (1 -&B-l 
since x --) l/x, x > 0, is convex. 
Combining (2.17) with Lemma (2.18), we find that 
Q.E.D. 
&v;(f) < f ,’ (x-k t) a-1(~)~-1(~, t)*)(,, ds. (2.20) 
0 
In particular, if 
qs, t) = x- ‘(s, t) x- ‘(s, t)*, 
then, since a(.) 2 EZ, 
(2.21) 
and so 
1 2Nt 1 
1&‘,(t) G (2~ + 1) Et2 . (2.22) 
Clearly (2.22) reduces the problem to one of obtaining estimates on 
IITr(Z(s, f>(N,)IILP(WW, for 1 Qp < co. A procedure for getting such estimates is 
given in Section 6 of [ 131, and therefore we now have all the ingredients 
required to prove the next theorem. 
THEOREM (2.23). For each N > 0, t > 0, and q E T’, PtN)(t, ?I, a) admits 
a Cm(T1-N*N1)-densify pcN’(t, q, .). In fact, for each A E (0, 1) and n > 0, 
II P’N’(t, VT *>I1 Cn(T,--N.,v,) < C,(A, n) < 00 for all (t, rl) E [A, l/Al x T’-N*N1. 
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Finally, (4 rl, ttN) -+ (aI~I/8fa)p(“‘(t, q, &) is a continuous function on 
(0, 00) x Tz X T[-N*N1 for all multi-indices a. 
Proof. The existence of pcN)(t, q, .) is established by the argument 
outlined above. Moreover, the uniform estimate on IIp(N’(t, v, .)]]C”(T,-N,,VIj is a 
consequence of the same argument, since all the estimates which we obtained 
along the way are uniform over the required parameter values. Finally, from 
the Feller continuity of {P,: r E T’}, we know that (t, q)-+EP~[f(~(t))] is 
continuous for each fE C,(T’). In particular, if {p,,}? c C“‘(7’l-N’N1) is a 
sequence of nonnegative functions satisfying jT,-N,HI P,,(&,~)) drcNj = 1, n > 1, 
and {e!‘} = fir=, suPP@,), then (t, Ir) + s P(N)(fY % I P”(<(N)) d<cN) is 
continuous for each n > 1 and (pcN’(t, % r(N)) P”(&N)) dt(N) -+Pp(N)(f, % CN)) 
uniformly in (t, q) E [A, l/n]* Tz for each A E (0, 1). Thus (t, II)-+ 
pcN’(t, 7, GN,) is continuous on (0, co) x TZ for each r:,, E T’-NYN1. Since 
suPA(t<l/A,~ET~ III+N’(t~ % *II C,(r,+.N1j < co for each 1 > 0, we conclude that 
k q7 t(N)) _‘i+N’(t, v, c(N)) is continuous on (0, co) x Tz x T’-N3N’. Now for 
h z” let t(N,h) E TLmNgN1 be given by 
(&N,k,)k = rk if k # 0, 
=&,+h if k = 0. 
Then 
1 h - ‘[ p’N’(t, v, &N,h)) -p’N’(t, % &,))I - (a/ab)p(N)(t, v, &N,)i 
which by the above converges to zero uniformly on compact subsets of 
(0, co) x T= x Tr-N*N1. Thus (t, % t(N)) + (a/at,> p(N’(f, ?h t(N)) is a 
continuous function on (0, co) x Tz x T - ’ N*N1. A similar argument yields the 
same conclusion for any order partial derivative. Q.E.D. 
We would like to know that ptN’(t, q, .) > 0 everywhere. However, in 
general the best that we can say is contained in the next lemma. 
LEMMA (2.24). For each (t, r) E (0, 00) x Tz, the set {rcNj E Tf-N3N1: 
pcN’(t, q, ccN,) > 0) is dense. Equivalently, for every nonempty open U in Tz, 
P’N’(t, ?f, v) > 0. 
Proof. Let x(., q) be as in Theorem (1.3) and set x(,)(., s) = (xeN(., q),..., 
x,(., q)). Clearly it suffices for us to show that W(x(,)(t, q) E Y) > 0 for 
every nonempty open g in Rr-NVN1. But for -N < k < N: 
xk(t, q) = rk + j’ uk ’ @txkh rt>) de,(U) + j’ bk 0 @(x(u, rl)) 4, 
0 0 
t > 0, 
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and 0: 0 Q(e) > & > 0. Thus by the main result in [15], 
~(X(N)(f, Ir) E n > 0. Q.E.D. 
Since {P,: q E r”} is a Feller continuous process on a compact state 
space, there necessarily exists a probability measure ~1 for which it is 
stationary (i.e., p(.) = J‘ P(t, q, .).u(dq), t > 0). Furthermore, because of 
Theorem (2.23), ,A marginal distribution p(N) on Tt-NIN’ admits a smooth 
density wl”’ and by Lemma (2.24), vr’ is positive on a dense set. Unfor- 
tunately, we cannot show in general that VII”’ > 0 everywhere. 
THEOREM (2.25). If there exists a (P,: v E Tz) stationary distribution ,a, 
such that the density w::’ of ,uiN’ is positive at &, E T[-N3N’, then 
P(N’(t, % t(N)) > o f or aEZ (t, q) E (0, a) x Tz and ~:l’(&~,) is positive for 
every {P,: q E Tz} stationary ,a. In particular, ~‘~(2, q, rCNj) > 0 for all 
(t, q) E (0, co) x Tz if and only if there exists (t, q) E (0, 00) X Tz such that 
?k II, t(N)) > O. 
Proof. To prove the first part, note that if I#“‘(<,,,) > 0, then for every 
t > 0, there is an open set U in Tz such that pCN’(f/2, a, r,,,) > 0 on U. Since 
by Lemma (2.24), P(t/2, q, cr) > 0 for all q E Tz, it follows that 
ptN’(t, q, ctNj) = JpCN’(t/2, V, cCNJ P(t/2, q, dv) > 0 for all q E Tz. Once one 
has this, the rest of the first part is obvious. 
The second part is obtained from the first by the following reasoning. Let 
~1 be any {P,: q E Tz } stationary distribution. Then or’) = IpcN’(t, T,% 
&,,)),a(dq) for all t > 0. Since, by Lemma (2.24), p(V) > 0 for all open sets U 
in Tz and because pCN)(f, q, r,,,) > 0 for some (t, q) E (0, co) X Tz, it follows 
that I&“‘(&~J > 0. Q.E.D. 
3. PREPARATIONS FOR THE STUDY OF THE SPECIFIC ENERGY 
Given a probability measure m on Tz, define 
mjN’(t,,,) = ,f pCN)(f, V, &,J m(dtl), (t, rcN,) E (0, 00) x T’-N*N1 (3.1) 
and 
for N > 0 and ] k ] < IV, where we define the integrand to be 0 at points rCNf E 
T1-N*N1, where m~N’(&,,) = 0. Notice that .Fi”‘(k, ZV) is necessarily finite 
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since mlN’(.) is a nonnegative C*(T - t N’N1)-function and therefore (cf. 
Lemma 3.23 in [ 171) 
I N,NI t(N) E T - . 
In order to carry out our program, we are going to need certain estimates on 
<Vj”“(k, N). The purpose of this section is to obtain such estimates. 
LEMMA (3.3). m -+ L??r (m’(k, N) is a continuous convex function on the 
space of probability measures (given the weak topology) on T’. In 
particular, if g(q; k, N) = F7jSq)(k, N), w h ere 6, denotes the delta-mass at 
q E TZ, then 
Proof. First note that ptN’(t, n, rcNj) and (ap’“‘/&)(t, q, cCNj) are 
continuous functions of v for each t > 0 and t(N) E T[-N9NJ. Hence ifp’N’(t, v, 
rcNj) > 0 for all (t, n, ccNj) E (0, co) X Tz X T’-N*N1, then the asserted 
continuity is obvious. On the other hand, by Theorem (2.25), for a given 
<Cm E T1-N*N1 either pCN)(t, ., (,,,) E 0 or pCN)(t, ., <(,,) > 0. Hence, in view of 
the estimate used to prove that Fim’(k, N) is finite, the asserted continuity is 
true in any case. 
To prove that m + Fjm)(k, N) is convex, let m, and m, be probability 
measures on Tz and denote by fi andfj, i = 1,2, (mi)iN’ and (a/a&)(mi)i”‘, 
respectively. Then for 0 < a < 1: 
( 
cf; + (1 - a)fi 
1 
* (af + (1 _ a)f ) 
afi+U-4f2 l 2 
1 f; 
(0 
2 
= afl + (1 - a)f2 af, 
7 + (1 - a)f2 3 
( 1) 2 
= (afl + (1 - aIf 
[ 
uf,ut,/fJ + (1 - a)fi(fh!fi> * 
afl + (1 - a>f2 I 
G (af, + (1 - 4fi> afdf ;/fJ” + (1 - 4f2(f ;/f22)* 
afl + (1 - a)f2 
f; * =a - G) f,+(l-a) 1 ( 1 3 *f2. 2 
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Thus 
d-i + (1 - au-; = 
f i d-1 + (1 -aIf2 
* (af + (1 _ a)f 
’ 
2 
& 
JI - Y.NI (NJ 
fi d&N, + t1 - a> jT,mN;,v, (2) *f2 dt(.h’) 
= aF?jml)(k, N) + (1 - a) y7jm2’(k, N). 
Clearly (3.4) follows easily from the above. Q.E.D. 
The rest of this section is devoted to showing that 
for all t > 0. Unfortunately, we have not been able to prove (3.5) in as 
general a setting as the one in which we believe it should hold. Nonetheless, 
we can prove it in sufficient generality to allow us to make some interesting 
applications. 
LEMMA (3.6). Let (E, 8, P) be a probability space and let 9 be a 
measurable map from (E, 8) into the measurable space (F,fl). Set p = 
P o @ -’ and suppose that v is a signed measure on (F,Sr) such that 
E”[f ] = Ep[ (j-0 @) Y], fE B(F), where YE L’(P). Then v < p and 
(dv/dp) o @ = EP[Y/ @-‘(Sr)]. In particular, if 1 Qp < 00, then 
E’WW4Pl @‘[I ~I’]- 
Proof. Clearly Iv](F) < Ep[I Yl] < co. Also, if A E jT and ,u(A) = 0, then 
EP[~a~@]=O and so v(A)=E~[~~o@)Y]=O. Thus v<p and dv/dpE 
L’(p). Finally, for all A EjT: 
and therefore (dv/dp) o @ = Ep[ Y ] ‘P-‘(y)]. In particular 
E” [ l$i’]=E’ [ I$‘0 @] = EPIIEP[ Y I @-‘(fl)]]‘] <EPII Y]‘]. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA (3.7). Given a nonemptyfinite subset F of Z, let y(.,x) be the 
solution to (1.1) with coeflcients {uk(.): kE Z} and {xFc(k) bk(.): kE Z} on 
RZ. For t > 0, define 
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. 
Then (R(t), 2’t, 2Y”) is a martingale and therefore there exists a unique P on 
(0,22?) such that P(A) = E” [R(t), A] for all A E 9l and t > 0. Furthermore, 
if x(., n) is the solution to (1.1) with coeflcients (uk(.): k E Z} and {bk(.): 
k E Z}, then 
E?f(x(f, ~111 = EPVW x1)1 
for all t > 0 and f E B(R’). 
Proof: All the assertions here are proved in Section 6.4 of [ 171. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA (3.8). For a given k E Z, suppose that &,/ax, = &t/ax, c 0 
and t?bJax, = abt/ax, = 0 for all 1 E Z\{k}. Then (xk(t, x), x,(t, x)) = 0 for 
all (t, x) E [0, 00) x RZ and 1 E Z\{k}. 
Proof. Using the notation of Section 2, we have from (2.11): 
Akl(t) = 
i 
‘3 
o axk (x(s, x)) Akds) dok(S) + ,f; ,Tk $ (X(S, x)) Akj(S) de,(s) 
J 
+ (x(s, x)) AkI(S) + ,Tk ax, 3 (x(s, x)) Au(s) 
+ 2 ‘Ok aa, 
j+k axk ax, (x(sA)AIuW 
I 
for all 1 E Z\(k). S ince Akt(.) = 0, 1 E Z\(k} , is one solution to this system 
of equations and because (2.11) uniquely determines A(.), the proof is 
complete. Q.E.D. 
We now have all the ingredients necessary to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM (3.9). Let {ok(‘): k E Z} and {bk(-): k E Z} befunctions of TZ 
of the sort described in Theorem (1.3). Further, assume that a:(.) > E, k E Z, 
for some E > 0 and that &,/an, = 0 if k # 1. Then for each A E (0, 1): 
sup sup SUP sup q(rl; k, N) < co. 
kcZ N>lkl A<t<b’A veTz 
(3.10) 
Proof Choose and fix k E Z. Let el(-) and &-), 1 E Z, be the perodic 
extensions of al(.) and b,(a), respectively, to RZ. Let y(-, v), v E Tz, denote 
the solution to the system: 
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y,(t) = ‘I/+ j-’ O’,(Y(S)) &(s> + XA 1’ &Y(S)) ds, 
0 0 
where F = {E E 2: jl- kl ,< L}. Then, by Lemma (3.8): 
CYk(f)‘YlM) = 03 I E Z\{k}. 
Moreover, by Lemma (3.7) and Theorem (1.3), 
[.I-(<) fY6 r, 43 = EP[3Cfl(@, r>)lt ..fE WZ), 
where f denotes the periodic extension off to RZ and P is the probability 
measure obtained from W by the prescription given in Lemma (3.7). 
Now let fE P( T[-NVN1), where N > Ikl. Then 
= -Ep a3 ay, t~w,(f, ~1) R(O 1 - 
Note that 
83 
(.&(,&3 v>>, yk& ?>> = ay, (y(N)@, ~))(ykh qh Yk@, II>> 
since (yk(f, q), y,(t, q)) = 0 for f f k. Moreover, if a(t) = (Ykh ?I), Ykh V>>, 
then by (2.11): 
+ 
I 
* G~(Y(s, v)) ds 
0 
and so 
~4) =s ’ e(s, O2 ci:< Y(S, v))ds, 0 
where 
& 1) = e(QWs>, 0gs<t 
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and 
e(f) = exp [jig Mu, rl)) dOk(U) - 14 (2) * (y(u, v)) dp] . 
k 
In particular, a(t) > 0 and 
1 
- 4 -$- 
a@> s 
’ e(s, t)-* ds. 
0 
Hence 
(3.11) 
(Y(N)k VI) R(l) 1 
= E” 
[ 
(.h’~,& r>>, Yk@ q)) $$] 
= -E”’ [ J’(J+,,& v)) ( j&k ?), 3) + 2g(yk(t, q)) 3) ] 
= -EP[3&& t’)) yI,k 
where 
If we now apply Lemma (3.6), we arrive at 
Hence it suffices for us to estimate Ep[ !Yf ] independent of k E Z, N > 1 kl, 
and t E [A, l/J]. To this end, first observe that none of the quantities in the 
expression for Yt depends on N. Furthermore, although Y* definitely depends 
on k, the form of Y* is the same for all k’s, and so we can make our estimate 
independent of k. Finally, from (3.11) we know that for each 1 <p < 03, 
suplc t1, llnl EW“]I ll4Ol”l < co. Also, the numerator of each term in the 
expression for Y* is a finite linear combination of quantities derived from the 
yr(t, v)‘s (] I - k ] < L) by application of Malliavin’s operations. Hence, for 
each 1 <p < 00, the LP(79”)-norm of these numerators can be bounded 
independent of tE [0, I/n]. Since SU~~<~~,,~E~[[IR(~)(~] < co, 1 <p < co, it 
follows that ~up~~~<i,~ Ep[ Yf] < co. Q.E.D. 
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Remark (3.12). We have tried, without success, to estimate g(q; k, N) 
for more general coefftcients than those in Theorem (3.9). The problem 
comes down to estimating the rate at which Ew[IAk’(t)j’] tends to zero as 
Ik-ll+oo, where ((Ak’(t))) denotes the inverse of (((x,& q), x&, q)))). 
Unfortunately, we have not succeeded in our attempts to obtain sufliciently 
good estimates of this sort, although we firmly believe that they are true. 
4. FREE ENERGY 
In this section we introduce and begin to study the Liapunov function 
aliuded to in the introduction. The ideas here come in large part from 
statistical mechanics, although no knowledge of that subject is required to 
understand what we are going to do. 
A potential on Tzd is a collection & of functions {JF: F c Zd and IFI = 
card(F) < 03 } such that for each F JF is an infinitely smooth function of 
qF s { qJ:j CE F} which is invariant under permutations of the indices from F. 
Throughout, we will be assuming that & is shift invariant and Jinite range. 
The first of these means that for each F and k:.T,+k(qF+k) =Jf((qj+k: 
j E Ft). The second means that for some fixed L < co: 0 E F and F S& 3, z 
(kEZ:jk/<Lj ~weuse~k~todenotem~~~j~d~kj~~imply~~~O.Given~, 
we define 
(4.1) 
In the context of statistical mechanics, Hk(q) is the energy at site k when the 
system is in configuration II. 
We associate with d a class F(8) of probability measures p on T’” 
known as the Gibbs states with potential &. Namely, y E S’(K) if and only if 
for all k E Zd the regular conditional probability distribution of ~1 given 
_ipk = o(qr: I E 2?,(k)) admits a density &(flk / ?jk) ($ = (Q: 1 E Z\{k} i) 
given by 
It is not difftcult to show that Y(K) +1#. Indeed, define v,, n > 2, on TBn~ by 
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where 2, is chosen so that V, has total mass one. Next let rr,: TBti + T’” be 
given by 
M?)>k = Vk if k E BnL, 
= 1 if k& BnL, 
and set pu, = v, o n; ‘. Then it is easily checked that for k E Bc,-,JL, the 
regular condition probability distribution of ,u, given Bk has a density given 
by the right hand side of (4.1). From this fact it follows at once that every 
weak limit of {pu,} is in P(a). 
We now want to relate these considerations to the diffusions discussed in 
the preceding sections. The connection is accomplished by choosing the coef- 
ficients of 9 so that every Gibbs state becomes a reversible measure for the 
diffusion generated by Y. This is easily done. In fact, let c: TZd -+ (0, 00) be 
a smooth function depending only on coordinates vk for k E B,, and define 
ck so that ck(q) = c(Kkv), where (S-ky)j = vjmk for all j E Zd. Then the 
operator 9 defined by 
has the property that for all ,D E F(!Q: 
The converse is also true. That is, if p is a probability measure on TZd for 
which (4.4) obtains, then ,D E g’(K) (cf. [8] where the analogous fact is 
proved in a different context. The proof there works equally well here). In 
other words, when 9 is given by (4.3), Z(d) is precisely the class of rever- 
sible measures for the diffusion generated by .P (cf. Corollary (1.4)). 
A few more easy remarks will be useful. Let P(t, ~1, .) denote the transition 
probability function of the diffusion determined by Y. As a consequence of 
the shift invariance of 9 plus the uniqueness’ statement in Theorem (1.3), it 
is easy to see that 
for all k E Zd and cp E Cb(TZd). In particular, if ,u is a shift invariant 
probability measure on TZd and 
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then fit is also shift invariant. Also, from Section 2 we know that for any 
N > 0 the marginal distribution of P(t, I?, =) on rs~v admits a Cm(7’a@)-density 
JP’~)(~, g, .) with the pro~rties that (t, 4, &J --f J.J(~)(I, q, &,) is continuous on 
(0, co) x TZd x TEN and 
for all 1 > 1 and n > 0. Furthermore, since it is clear that if y’” is the 
marginal distribution of ,u E F’(K) on T ‘N, then ptN’ admits a smooth density 
which is uniformly positive. Hence, by Theorem (2.25), ptN’(t, r,r, r) is 
positive on (0, co) x Tzd x PN for all N >, 0. 
There are various questions which it is now natural to ask. In the first 
place, the class P(S) obviously plays a central role in the ergodic theory of 
our diffusions. Indeed, each element of g’(a) is a stationary distribution for 
our diffusion. It is therefore reasonable to ask if these are the only stationary 
distributions. Unfortunately, this question appears to be a difficult one (even 
in the simpler spin-flip context) and we can answer it only if d is either 1 
and 2, in which cases the answer is yes. Section 5, below is devoted to the 
derivation of this result. Another question which naturally suggests itself 
asks about the long term behavior as t /’ co of the measures pt given in 
(4.5). What we will show in the rest of the present section is that if p is shift 
invariant then as t /” co the measure pClr tends to the class Y’“(K) of the shift- 
invariant Gibbs states. 
The basic tool with which we will be studying the questions suggested in 
the preceding paragraph is the specific energy function h(m) defined on 
probability measures m. The definition of h(m) is as follows. For II > 1, set 
/1, = B,, and let m’“’ denote the marginal distribution of m on T*n. If m’“’ 
admits a density, we denote its density again by m’“’ and define 
(Here and in the following dq,,, denotes normalized Haar measure on T”“. 
The density of m’“’ is with respect to this normalized Haar measure.) If m’“’ 
fails to exist, we simply set h,(m) = +co. Notice that for arbitrary n > 1, 
I > 0, and m: h,(m,) < 00. Next, we define h(m) by: 
h(m) = Fa (2nL + 1)-d h,(m). (4.8) 
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Unfortunately, we cannot show that h(m,), t > 0, is finite for a wide class of 
m’s unless we impose one more hypothesis: namely, we must assume that 
+(“‘c,(?) = a(rlJ>, q E TZd. (4.9) 
In this case the estimates derived in Section 3 are applicable and, as we are 
about to see, allow one to conclude a good deal about hfm,) as a function of 
m and t > 0. The key to our proof that h(m,) < co is the next result due to 
Gross (41. 
THEOREM (4.10). Let g E C’( T”) be nonnegative. Then 
g”(x) log g(x) dx < (2n)-“+ 1 j I grad &)I2 do 
10.Zn)” 
+ (2n)-” J^ g’(x) dx log ([ j 
w 
(27r) -n g’(x) dx I) . (4.11) lO,2rr)” lO+2x)” 
Proof. One of the remarkable features of logarithmic Sobelev 
inequalities, of which (4.11) is an example, is that in most instances it 
suffices to prove them when n = 1. To show this in the case of (4.11) we 
borrow the following inductive argument from Gross [4]. Assume (4.11) for 
n < m - 1 and let g E C’(P) be strictfy positive. Then 
(27c)-m J g”(x) log g(x) dx 
10,2n)m 
= (W’ )I” dx,(2~)-m+’ j(0,2nim~~,g*(~~ x,1 log g(& x,f d2 
.2n 
,< 
J 
dx,(2ny+l ^ 
J 
] grad, g(& x,)]’ d.f 
0 [0,2n)m-’ 
t (2n)-‘~;zdx,(2n)-“+‘/g2(ii3,)d~ 
where 2 = (X j ,..., x,-,> and gra+ g(-G x,,,) = (t&/&)(x),..., G%,@~,- ,)(x))~ 
Now let f(x,) = [(2n)-““I j10,2njm-, g’(Z, xm) dx^fu2. Then, by (4.1 I) with 
n = I, the second term above is dominated by 
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(2x)-m+’ 1 /grad g(xj2 d-x 
. [0,2n)m 
+ (27r)-” 1’ g”(x) dx In (27q” 1 g’(x) dx . 
. Io,zntm -9 fo,znfm 
Thus the induction works when g > 0, and clearly the general case follows 
easily from this. 
We now know that it suffices to prove (4.11) when n = 1. In order to do 
this we recall Gross’s [4] beautiful inequality: 
“02 i f2(Y) ~%mY)) Y&Y) (4.12) -co 
<In 
-cc 
If’(Y)l’ YVY) + ja f*(Y) YWY) 1% ([I” f2(Y) YVY)] l’) 
-cc -m 
for nonnegative~~ C’(R’). The measure y in (4.12) is the standard normal 
distribution. To obtain (4.11) from (4.12) is easy. Set @i(x) = 2ny((-00, x]). 
Given a nonnegative g E C’(T), define S(x) = g o Q(x). Then, by (4.12): 
&- j.:n g”(x) log (x) dx 
“0 
= fm f’(Y) Wf(Y)) YVY) 
‘-cc 
4 y lf'(y>12 Y(dY) + y f2(Y)dY 1% ([jy*(Y) YPY)] 1’2j 
--CC ---4, 
.(c 
= 27~ 1 f g’ 0 @p(y))” e-Y*y(&) 
--a; 
+ j’m (g o @(Y>)‘YVY) 1% 
. -cc 
( [ (= 
‘--co 
(g o @(YN” MY)] I”) 
.2n 
c 1 
so 
1 gyx)12 dx + -&- jf” 1 g(x)/2 dx log ( [$- jr I ml2 dx]“*) . 
Q.E.D. 
Remark (4.13). It should be clear that our passage from (4.12) to (4.11) 
when n = 1 is somewhat careless, In particular, we have replaced ePY2 by 1 
in the last step. Thus there is reason to suspect that (4.11) is less than the 
best possible result. That this is indeed the case is proved in [ISI by 
Weissler. So far as we can tell Weissler’s estimate does not lend itself to 
higher dimensional generalizations. 
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THEOREM (4.14). If .P is given by (4.3) where the c,‘s are of the serf 
described in the paragraph preceding (4.3) and c, satisfies (4.9), then for 
each t > 0 there is a C(t) < co such that 
Ih,(m,>l < WW + lld, n> 1, (4.15) 
for all probability measures m on T’“. In particular, h(m,) < C(t) for all m. 
Finally, ifm is shift-invariant, then h(m,) = lim,,, h,(m,) for all t > 0. 
Proof. The last assertion is proved by standard methodology (cf. [ 121, 
for example). To prove (4.15), note that 
I! T,‘” \‘ J,drl) ml”‘(s) dv FG A, S;P F~ \‘ IA-ta)l) (2nL + Ud. 
Thus we need only consider the second term in the expression for h,(m,). 
First note that Irn, m”” (qn,) log(m’“‘(qA.)) dr],, > 0, since x log x is convex 
on (0, co) and l dqA, = 1. On the other hand, taking g(qn,) = (m’“‘(qA,>)“’ 
in (4.11) and using the fact that Jr*,, g2(vA,) dqA, = 1, we see that 
J TAn 
mj”‘(vA .I log(m?‘h ,)I dv,, 
We now apply Lemma (3.3) and Theorem (3.9) to conclude that the 
expression on the right is dominated by a constant C(t) times (2nL + l)“, 
Q.E.D. 
We now want to study h(m,), t > 0, as a function of t. In particular, we 
want to show that h(m,) is nonincreasing as t increases. The technique which 
we use involves a careful study of (d/dt) h,(m,). The expressions which we 
get for (d/dt) h,(m,) will serve us well again in Section 5. We are indebted to 
J. Fritz for sharing with us his elegant treatment of this subject. 
Warning. From now on we will be assuming that c0 satisfies (4.9). This 
simplifies some of the expressions that follow: however, that is not crucial. 
The reason for assuming (4.9) is so that we can apply the results of 
Section 3. If we could prove similar results without assuming (4.9) in 
Section 3 we could do the same here. 
We tirst set 
g,(v) = ew [ - x JArl) FEA” I 
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and note that 
h,(m) = I_ m’“‘(V) lnx m’“‘(r) 
-T”” n 
and that pkCq)g,,(r) does not depend on qk if k E A,_, . Also if rp E g is 
a{ qk: k E A,} measurable then 
(4.16) 
= \‘ 
J kz, 
Since LFq is o{q,: kEA,+,} measurable, (4.16) and Theorem (2.23) allow 
us to conclude that for t > 0 
ZZ \‘ 
A lTA 8(v) $ ( ck(v) -i& (eHk’q’m%?))) 
kcA,-, n 
ck(q) $- (eHk’v’m’“+ l’(r)). 
k 
Denote &I,, _ 1 = A,p n- 1. Then from (4.17) we conclude 
) 
(4.18) 
= 
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Thus for c > 0 
(4.19) 
For k E A, we denote 
(Recall ck(q) ?k(‘l) depends only on qk 
sense even if k E aA 
so the right side of (4.20) makes 
(4.19) we have 
n-1). Applying Schwartz’s inequality to the right side of 
f &,(m,) <- c x(m, n, f, k) 
ka& 
+ x dX(m, n, t, k) F(m, n + 1, t, k) (4.2 1) 
keaA,-, 
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LEMMA (4.22). For all A > 1 there is a constant C(A) depending only on 
A such that for all initial states m, all t E [l/A, A], all n and all k E A, 
fl(m, n, t, k) < C(A). (4.23) 
ProoJ If k E A,- 1 then (a/@& g,(q) = (a/arl,)(e-H~‘~‘eHe’*‘g,(rt)) = 
eHk’V’g,(~)(8/8y,) ePHktV) = -gn(n)(a/aqk) Z-ZJq), and the same equality holds 
for k E &In-, provided we replace H, with 
mr) = x JF(?). 
F3k 
FE,%” 
For simplicity, we write Hk in both cases. Then 
+ ml”‘(v) gh) + Hk(q)] ’ 
k 
and 
where C = 2[sup, [(8/a?,) Hk(q)(* + 11. Substituting this into the definition 
of X(m, n, t, k) we see that 
f(m, n, t, k) < C ck(q) fi(‘) ((a/a?k) m?%?>)2 + m(n)(rl) 
ml”‘(r) 
t 
n 1 
< C su,p ck(q) eHk(v)[Yim)(k, n) + 1). 
The proof is completed by an application of Theorem (3.9). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA (4.23). Zf k E A,- 1 then R(m, n + 1, t, k) >,F(m, n, t, k). 
Proof. From the computations in the proof of the last lemma we see that 
F(m, n, t, k) = c,(q) eHkcn) 
T”” 
= 
c 
ck(q) eHkts’ 
TAn 
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+2 
i 
ck(v) eHktv) 
T”n 
(&4(v)) (&-in)(d) 
+ ck(tf) eHkcv) ($ H,(v))’ m!“‘(v). (4.24) 
For k E /i,-, the second and third terms on the right side of (4.24) do not 
change if we replace m’“’ by m’“+ ‘). The first term on the right side of (4.24) 
is clearly related to Yim)(k, n), and the argument in the proof of 
Lemma (3.3) shows that, like Yjm’(k, n), it is convex in m. Since mj”’ is a 
convex combination of mj”+“, it follows that the first term increases if we 
increase n. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM (4.25). For any initial state m and 0 < t, < t,, 
h(m,J < W,,). 
Proof: From (4.21) and Lemma (4.23) we see that 
h,(m,J - h,(m,,) < (2Ln + 1Y-l C(n), 
where t,, tz E [l/A, J.]. Therefore 
h(m,J = lili (2Ln + 1 jpd k&J 
T- 
< A;; [(2Ln + 1)-d h,(m,J + (2Ln -t l)-’ C(l)] 
= WJ. Q.E.D. 
For the rest of this section we restrict our attention to shift invariant initial 
measures. Denote the set of shift invariant probability measures on T’” by 
JO. As we have already remarked, if m E A0 then m, E Jlv, for all t > 0. 
Moreover for m E,& the limit superior in the definition of h(m) (see (4.8)) 
is actually a limit (see [ 121). 
Now for m E Jo define 
D(m, n, t) = -(2Ln + l)-d 1 F(m, n, t, k). (4.26) 
kcA,-, 
Using the shift invariance of m and an argument similar to the one in the 
proof of Lemma (4.23) we have 
r(m, n - I kl, 4 0) < Y(m, n, t, k). 
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Therefore 
D(m,n,t)<-(2Ln+ 1)-d x F(m,n-lkl,t,O) 
ksA,-, 
< -(2Ln f 1>- d 1 Srfm L&O) 
ken,,-, 
(4.27) 
By Lemma (4.23), F( m, n, t, 0) is increasing in n, and so we can define 
f(m, f) = &l3+?2, n, t, 0). (4.28) 
LEMMA (4.29). For m E.A(~ and 0 < t, < t2 
Proof: Using (4.21), Lemma (4.22) and (4.27) we have for all 12 1, 
< pj (I* [D(m, n, 1) + (2Ln + 11-l C(A)] dt 
ti 
-r--- 12 
< hm D(m, n, t) df + iii-ii n-a, s tl 
n co jr’ (2Ln + 1)-l C(i) dt 
(1 
d 
<iii%- qm, 194 0) 
n-m 
=--- 
i 
Q F(m, 1, t, 0) dt. 
t1 
Letting l--f 00 and using Lemma (4.23) and monotone convergence we get 
the desired result. Q.E.D. 
We now define 
d={mE~$: foralln>lm (N has an infinitely differentiable 
density on TAn}. 
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Define a metric p on -R, by 
p(m,rR)= c 2-” sup I m’“‘(v) - fl’“‘(r)l 
tt=l VET*” 
I)/ 
+ sup 
VET,‘” 
( 1+ sup Jm’“‘(rt) - rii’“‘(rl)l ?lET”n 
+ SUP &my?/) - $ fz’“‘(tj-) . 
WET”” 0 IN 
By Theorem (2.23) the map (m, t) + m, from MO x (0, co) into 4 is jointly 
continuous in (m, t) if Jo is given the weak topology. 
LEMMA (4.30). If m E Al and m is not a Gibbs state then 
lim - 
f 
co(q) PoCq) 
n-~ T”n 
(-$$$)z($~)z m’“‘(q) < 0. (4.3 1) 
Proof: Since the sequence on the left side of (4.31) is decreasing in n, if 
the limit is zero then each term must be zero. Since co and g, are strictly 
positive this means that m’“‘(r)/g,(q) must be constant as a function of qo. 
Thus 
m’“‘(v) = g,(v) d,(r), 
where d,(q) does not depend on qo. Therefore 
m”%) m’“‘(r) ho = g,(v) j g,(r) ho 
T  I T  
=e No(v) dq,. 
But the left side of (4.32) is the density of the conditional distribution of q. 
under m given a(~,: k E A,\(O}}, which by (4.32) does not depend on n, and 
hence is also the density of the conditional distribution of q. under m given 
a{~~: k # 0). Since m EM0 this completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
Let MZ = {ml: m EM,} cMr. Since the map (m, t) -+ m, is jointly 
continuous from Jo x (0, co) into -R,, when Jo is given the weak topology, 
it follows that MZ is a compact subset of Mr. Also if t >, 1 m, = (m,_ ,)1 E A2 
for all m E Jo. We give AZ the topology it inherits from Yn; . 
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LEMMA (4.33). If m EJz and m is not a Gibbs state, then there is an 
open set G, E AZ and 6, E > 0 such that m E G, andfor all m’ E A, and all 
t > 1, if rn; E G, then h(m;+,) < h(m;) - 6s, 0 < s < E. 
Proof: By Lemma (4.30), since m is not a Gibbs state there is some 
n < 03 and a 6 > 0 such that 
- JTA co(q) Po(v’ (-J$$$)’ ($ s)’ m’“‘(q) < -26. (4.34) 
n 
Let G, = (m’ E 4: p(m, m’) < E, }. If E, is small enough then (4.34) holds 
for all m’ E G, provided we replace 26 by 6. 
Now the map (m, t) + m, is uniformly continuous on A0 x [ 1, 21. Thus 
there is an E E (0, 1) such that if 1 t - t’l < E, t, t’ E [ 1, 21 then p(rii,, ml,) < 
s,/2 for aliMEAO. Inparticularp(rii,,ti,+,)<s,/2, ifOGs<&. 
Let G, = (ti EJz:p(m, rTi) < &,/2}. If t > 1, 0 < s < E and m’ EM, then 
p(mi , m:,,) = p((mi- i)i , (rni-,), +,) < &i/2. Hence if t > 1 and rni E G, then 
m;,, E G, for 0 < s < 6. The result now follows from Lemma (4.29). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM (4.35). Let m E A0 and suppose that t, + 00 and that rn,” 
converges weakly to p. Then p is a Gibbs state. 
Proof. For all t, > 1, rn,” E Mz. A1 is compact, therefore there is a 
subsequence tnk such that m, converges in AZ. But convergence in AZ 
implies weak convergence; henze m t, + ,U in AZ. The conclusion now follows 
from Lemma (4.33) and Theorem (4.25) since it follows easily from Jensen’s 
inequality that h(m) is bounded below. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM (4.36). Let G cMz be any open (in the topology on 4) set 
which contains all shift invariant Gibbs states. Then for all m E A0 and all 
sufficiently large t, m, E G. 
Proof. Note that yR2 is compact and m, E AZ for all t > 1. The rest of the 
proof is just like the proof of Theorem (4.35). 
COROLLARY (4.37). All m E.J for which m = m,, t > 0 are Gibbs 
states. 
Remark. Since we have not proved that h(m,) is decreasing on [0, co) 
but only on (0, co), we cannot conclude from the above considerations that 
the Gibbs states in A0 are precisely those states which minimize the specific 
free energy. However, if we define h(m) = lim,, h(m,) (which exists by 
Theorem (4.25)) then the following corollary is immediate. 
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COROLLARY (4.38). The Gibbs states in A0 are precisely those states 
which minimize Ii. 
From Lemma (4.22) one easily concludes that ((2Ln + l)-d h,(m,)} is 
uniformly Lipschitz continuous on any compact subset of (0, co) and hence 
h(m,) is Lipschitz continuous on compacts on (0, 00). It follows immediately 
that 6((m) = h(m) for all m E JZ. In particular h((m) = h(m) for all Gibbs 
states, however, we have not been able to prove this for all m E JO. 
5. STATIONARY MEASURES IN ONE AND Two DIMENSIONS 
We closed the last section by showing that all stationary measures for the 
interacting diffusion process, which are also shift invariant, must be Gibbs 
states. In this section we prove that all stationary measures for the 
interacting process in one or two dimensions are Gibbs states. Thus we drop 
the assumption of shift invariance and replace it by the assumption that 
d < 2. The ideas employed here are exactly the same as those in [7]. 
Let m be a fixed stationary measure. That is m, = m for all t > 0. Letting 
ST(m, n, t, k) be as in (4.20) we have 
F(m, n, t, k) = F(m, n, 1, k) 
which we write as 7(n, k). By Lemma (4.22) 
fl(n, k) < C(2) for all n and k Eli,. (5.1) 
As in the proof of Lemma (4.30) if we show that F(n, k) = 0 for all n and 
all k E Ai,- I then m is a Gibbs state. 
Let 
a,= c F(n+l,k). 
ksaA,-, 
LEMMA (5.2). CJzI aj < 2 d2dL(2Ln t l)d-’ C(2) &,. 
Proof: Since m is stationary, (4.21) and Lemma (4.22) yield 
(5.3) 
By Lemma (4.23) ,&E&_,fl(n, k) > &@,,,-,y(m + 1, k) for m < n. Thus 
n-l 
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However, by (5.1), cz,, < C(2) 2dL(2Ln + l)d-‘, and therefore 
Hence 
a, < C”‘(2) d2dL(2Ln + l)d-’ A. 
i aj < 2C’12(2) d2dL(2Ln + l)d-’ 6. 
I 
Q.E.D. 
We need the following lemma, which is proved in [7]. 
LEMMA (5.4). Let h, be a sequence of positive numbers which satisfy 
If C;=, l/U, = DC) then h, = 0 for all n > 1. 
THEOREM (5.5). If m, = m for all t and d = 1 or 2 then m is a Gibbs 
state. 
Proof. From Lemmas (5.2) and (5.4) it follows that a,, = 0 for all n. 
Therefore F(n + 1, k) = 0 for all k E 8AnPl and hence from (5.3) we have 
F(n,k)=Ofor all kEA,_,. Q.E.D. 
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